A Simple Exercise in “Practitioner Level” FIR Filters

1/7/2014

By Robert Bernecker, President of SEFI Consulting, Inc.
Inspired and informed by Pat Brown’s recent blog posts about FIR filters, I recently pushed forward into experimenting with what I have called
“practitioner level” FIR filter implementation. It seems that the tools for which we have been wishing and asking all these years are finally becoming
available. As an initial step into the world of FIR filters for technicians in the field, I set out to determine if it would be possible for practitioners in 2014
to “roll their own” FIR filters for basic functions like crossover phase correction.
Although long chains of multiple all-pass filters have long provided a means to achieve so-called “flat phase tuning,” such tuning is tedious and tends to
be inexact. Also, many DSP units with a preset architecture do not provide enough filter slots to make such tuning practical. Alternatively, the Lake
processor (now by Lab.gruppen) has for years offered the ability to implement flat-phase crossovers with steep slopes, but while the sonic benefits are
widely accepted and praised, the cost alone keeps this processing from being a viable option for many smaller projects; furthermore, unlike an open
architecture DSP with network I/O (as was used for this experiment), the input and output counts are more limited on the Lake processors. In this
sense, it is conceivable a single DSP (Symetrix in this case) with Dante I/O could replace multiple Lake processors.
Results Summary:
-

-

It is practical, both technically and economically, to achieve “flat phase tuning” and/or employ higher-order crossovers (which may be linear
phase) by employing FIR filters built in the field from measurements taken at the site.
The waveform fidelity and transient response benefits of such filters are realizable and measureable over a significant portion of the audience
area, even with basic 2-way designs. Superior coaxial or co-entrant loudspeaker designs from manufacturers such as Frazier, Fulcrum, and
Danley will enable the benefits to be realized over an even greater portion of the coverage area.
Many interesting possibilities exist as additional software tools similar to (or more powerful than) rePhase could be developed and
implemented by DSP manufacturers and/or measurement software companies.
TEF software can save a Freq/Mag/Phase measurement in a basic text format that can be imported by rePhase software. It would be good to
see this simple capability added to the other major measurement platforms.
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The Experiment:
The first real world project in which it was practical to do this experiment was a small and basic one. The details of the project are not particularly
relevant, as the room and the loudspeakers in question here are fairly ubiquitous. The goal was simply to turn this:
1000Hz Octave

2000Hz Octave

Into this:
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For this particular job, political and economic constraints made it a near-requirement that the existing JBL SRX722’s be reused if at all possible.
Certainly different devices would have been used if designing for this space from scratch, and a design with superior coverage could have been easily
developed. Nevertheless, as the EASE plots above indicated, much good could be accomplished by replacing the existing ill-conceived, home-grown,
tight-packed configuration (below, left) with a better deployment of the very same cabinets (below, right).

The basic equipment configuration was an A&H GLD112 driving a Symetrix Edge Frame DSP (http://www.symetrix.co/products/open-architecturedante-scalable-dsp/) via Dante networking. Given the plan of implementing FIR filtering with a known latency penalty, Dante made the connection(s)
simple and kept the latency low by keeping the signal(s) in the digital domain from console to DSP. The Symetrix unit is a powerful and economical unit
that includes Dante networking in the base unit. In this project, analog output cards were used in the Edge Frame, but it is worth pointing out that in
some cases, the existing analog outputs of the digital console (or remote stage box) could be used, and the processing from the Symetrix unit available
on a 64x64 Dante network connection could simply be used as an insert on those output channels (the unacceptable “gotcha” being the risk of damage
if users bypass the insert - either inadvertently or intentionally, limiting such usage to passively-crossed boxes).
The speakers, as mentioned before, are JBL SRX722’s - a ubiquitous two-way box with dual 12’s and a 4” voice coil compression driver. The data sheet
is here: http://www.jblpro.com/srx700/SRX700_Flash_Presentation/JBL.SRX722.pdf. When bi-amping a very typical 2-way box such as this, we usually
go with a 4th order (24dB/Oct) Linkwitz-Riley crossover, this for all the usual and well-understood reasons. However, if group delay / phase correction
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is available, a higher order crossover would be a natural choice because of the benefits of reduced interference between drivers (and in the associated
lobing). Pat covered this subject and demonstrated the concept very well with the mini drivers exercise in his 2nd FIR blog post.

Therefore, knowing that an FIR filter would be later added to correct the group delay/phase, an 8th order (48dB/Oct) Linkwitz-Riley crossover at 1200Hz
was dialed into the DSP, along with an 18dB/Oct Butterworth highpass filter at 75Hz. The crossover was aligned conventionally, and a slight delay was
added to the low drivers to achieve the best possible alignment. Here is the basic crossover configuration:
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A measurement of the single center speaker, with both sections driven, is shown here:

A comparatively large TDS window and slow TDS sweep was used here in order to get some useful low frequency information. The resulting
measurement shows a reasonably well-behaved magnitude response, and the roughly 950 degrees of phase shift seen also confirms the approximate
amount of phase shift that might be reasonably expected for the drivers, the 18dB/Oct high pass at 75Hz, and the 48dB/Oct crossover at 1200Hz.
As it turns out, one benefit of making this measurement in TEF vs. EASERA or SysTune is the ability to save the measurement in a format that can be
opened by the free rePhase software which can be used to generate FIR filters. Perhaps it is possible, but I have not been able to save a measurement
in the appropriate space or comma delimited format in EASERA or SysTune.
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In TEF, instead of saving a measurement as file type “ASCII,” the user instead selects a file type of “Freq/Mag/Phase” in the final save dialogue box.
However, I learned (the hard way) that the file created in this manner cannot be opened later by the TEF software. So, if you want to keep the
measurement, you need to save it in both the normal TEF format ASCII file and a “Freq/Mag/Phase” space-delimited text file. This text file can be
opened directly from the rePhase software. However, be careful with comments placed in the TEF file - if they run over one line, they will create a line
in the file that will be mistaken by rePhase as bad data, and rePhase will reject the file as a result.
Here is the measurement shown above imported into rePhase ( http://sourceforge.net/projects/rephase/ ):
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In the rePhase software tool, inverse phase corrections for standard LR crossovers can be inserted and the phase and the amplitude can be
manipulated independently with the “Paragraphic Phase EQ” function and the “Paragraphic Gain EQ.” Alternatively, flat phase crossover filters can be
generated directly in rePhase. This would, however, require more DSP horsepower in the host DSP unit because it would require 2 FIR blocks instead
of one (for a 2-way crossover). In rePhase, one needs to also select the appropriate number of taps desired for the FIR filter, as well as the sample rate
and output file format. In this experiment, I worked with 256 tap and 512 tap filters, and I found the 256 tap filters were adequate for the corrections
being attempted. The latency expected for the FIR filters would be ½ of the time for the number of samples at the sample rate in use (for example,
1/48,000 * 256 * .5 = 2.67ms). Here is the corrected response as shown in rePhase before generating the FIR filter coefficients:
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For the Symetrix DSP to implement a user-defined FIR filter, a table of values in CSV (comma separated values) format is needed, but apparently the
comma is optional because a text file with a single value per line also works fine as long as it carries a .csv extension (the joys of experimentation). If a
text file is the selected output format, pressing the “generate” button in rePhase produces a simple text file of FIR filter coefficients. This file has a .txt
extension. The extension needs to be changed to .csv in order to be recognized by the Symetrix Composer software. Simply rename the file
appropriately.

In the Symetrix software, open the FIR box in the open architecture
diagram (double click), and insert the just-created table (pressing the
“load table” button opens a window that allows you to browse to and
select the file you just created).

If you made amplitude (frequency domain magnitude) changes in
rePhase, that resulting curve will show in the FIR box shown to the
right. Otherwise, if the corrections are phase only, the box will
appear with a flat magnitude curve, just as is seen to the right.
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And... Here is the measurement with the FIR filter engaged, overlaying the first measurement without the FIR filter engaged.

In this measurement the yellow and the white are the magnitude trace, and, because the responses overlay perfectly, pretty much only the yellow can
be seen. The violet (magenta) is the phase response with NO FIR filter, and the green is the corrected phase response with the FIR filter created in
rePhase.
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A closer look (note the expanded phase scale) at the corrected response is seen here (white is magnitude, violet-magenta is corrected phase):

Now, it seems to me we are essentially seeing the 270 degrees of phase shift from the combo of the 18dB/Oct high pass at 75Hz and the inherent
bandpass characteristic of the device, and we have corrected from approximately 200Hz up. We get all the waveform fidelity benefits of flat phase
tuning, and it should not be forgotten that the system measured here is also enjoying the benefits of an 8th order LR crossover (48dB/Oct) without the
phase shift / group delay penalty, and without the price tag of a Lake processor.
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All of the measurements seen so far have had 1/3 octave smoothing applied. Here is the raw measurement with NO smoothing applied:
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Here are two views of the Group Delay measurements overlaid (white is with FIR filter, yellow is without FIR filter engaged)
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Head in a Vice?
It seems that discussions of phase / group delay correcting techniques (with either FIR filters or all-pass filters) always lead to some comments to the
effect that the benefit is only for a specific seat, that one must keep one’s head in a vice in a particular location in order to enjoy the benefits of such
tuning (waveform fidelity, transient response, etc.). However, it seems to me that we are still dealing with “broad brush” corrections here, and that a
“flatter phase” should indeed be realizable over a large percentage of the audience seats, or, more specifically, the coverage area of the device. Here
is a photo showing 4 measurement microphones spread out over the center seating section of this project. On the next page, the SysTune overlays of
the magnitude and phase responses at each of these measurement locations are shown:
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The four phase plots from four different locations obviously overlay quite nicely. (For those unfamiliar with this type of measurement, the slight
downward divergence seen above 7K or so for two of the phase traces is primarily a factor of the receive delay for the measurement and the user
interface of SysTune apparently not allowing a finer adjustment of that delay). I believe the conclusion from these measurements would have to be
that the benefits of this FIR filter are not at all limited to a person with their head in a vice at a specific location. More importantly, since this
measurement was made with just a common 2-way box with an HF horn below a pair of surface-loaded drivers, it seems obvious that if the budget
allows the use of some of the superior designs by the likes of Frazier, Fulcrum, or Danley where the drivers share a common (or more nearly common)
point of geometric origin, the benefits of corrected crossover phase would be realizable over an even greater percentage of the coverage area of the
device.

On a side note, the relative magnitude TF responses shown above are not completely accurate, in that 2 of the 4 Earthworks M30 microphones used
here are of the newer pedigree with a sensitivity that is greater by about 10dB. I have a Type 1 calibrator and can easily input calibration values into
SysTune, but as near as I can tell, raw dBFS (as produced by the AD converter, before any calibration correction) is still the value used by SysTune for TF
measurements. This seems to be a problem when trying to use the multiple microphone function to average 4 microphone inputs, for example, as well
as for overlays as above.
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What about the Impulse Response?
Here is the measured ETC of the speaker with no FIR filter (yellow) overlaying the ETC of the speaker with the FIR filter (white) engaged. (These two
measurements were taken just seconds apart).

Notice the essentially equal amplitudes on the ETC, and the measured latency penalty of the 256 tap FIR of 2.73ms (correlating well with the calculated
latency time of 2.67ms for 256 taps at 48kHz sampling rate). It is interesting, however, to individually view the same measurements that are overlaid
above as Impulse Reponses. On the top of the next page is the IR measurement of the speaker with NO FIR filter—notice the vertical scale is plus or
minus 1mv:
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NO
FIR
Filter

Next, here is the IR measurement of the same speaker with the FIR filter engaged. Same location, same drive level – taken just seconds apart. It is the
same measurement that shows identical amplitude response in the ETC view, but here the measured amplitude is greater.

With
FIR
Filter
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Here are the two Impulse Responses overlaid on the same vertical scale (no FIR is yellow, FIR engaged is white):

For lack of a better word, it would appear to this practitioner that the effect of the phase-correcting FIR filter is a “focusing” of the Impulse Response.
That term, however, would seem to encroach on Mr. Gunness’ spectacular work.
Finally, I was pleasantly surprised to realize that the time required to build and implement FIR filters (once the process is understood) is significantly
less that the time and effort required to achieve a similar result with all-pass filters for flat phase tuning. The payback in sonic quality more than makes
up for the modest time investment, and it provides another way the skilled practitioner can provide exceptional quality and service to his or her clients
while differentiating his or her services from others who do not have either the skill or the equipment to accomplish these results.
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